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Batman.Q: Inline Constraints On-Screen/Animated? This is a fairly general
question with a specific objective. But I'll set the stage... The typical way of
setting up an Auto Layout programmatically is for a view to declare a certain
number of constraints and then... Load that view onto the screen (or initialize
a view controller) Take the constraints previously defined and set up the view
in code (this is the initial arrangement as the view loads) What I'd like to do is
take the constraints previously set and animate their movement into a new
arrangement (for example, the constraints would be defined for the buttons
and labels on a view as "buttons | 12" and "buttons | 16" respectively. The
view is loaded onto the screen and set up by the view controller with "buttons
| 16", "buttons | 12", "label1 | 16" and "label1 | 12". After the view loads, I
want to animate the buttons and labels to positions "buttons | 24" and
"buttons | 12" and "label2 | 24" and "label2 | 12" respectively.) Does anyone
know if this is possible? Is it possible to do this in a custom animation block
or with an existing storyboard element? And... if not, can someone offer an
alternate suggestion? Thank you in advance. A: Turns out this is actually
pretty easy. I ended up playing with the constraint based layout for iOS and it
made creating the animations and constraints easy. Here's the relevant
documentation from UIView.h: /** @property (nonatomic) BOOL
canAddConstraints @discussion A property
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